
ART 2

TRADITIONAL BATIK: USING POSITIVE/NEGATIVE SPACES AND
MONOCHROMATIC OR ANALOGOUS COLOR SCHEMES

SUBJECTS: Use interesting bottle shapes, stylized animal shape, or stylized 
floral shape.  Overlap with geometric shape.

Materials: drawing-2 9x12 sheets of newsprint, 1 18x24 sheet of newsprint, 
pencil, black sharpie.
Batik- 100%cotton fabric a little larger than 18x24, pencil, dye, wax, 
cardboard slightly bigger than batik, newspaper, brush, glue, rod of some 
type for hanging 

DIRECTIONS:
1. Draw your subject on the 9x12 newsprint, then copy it on the 

copymachine twice making it larger or smaller so you have 3 different
sizes of the same subject.

2. Draw 3 different sizes of a geometric shape on your 2nd 9x12 
newsprint paper.  

3. Using the 18x24 newsprint trace your 3 different object drawings 
repeating each several times.  

4. Trace the 3 different sizes of your geometric shape several times 
overlapping the objects you traced.  Make sure the objects and 
geometric shapes are well balanced and consistent throughout the 
drawing. Get teachers approval before going further.

5. outline with a sharpie.
6. BATIKING PROCESS: Fabric must be 100% cotton-wash new fabric

to remove sizing and do not add fabric softeners or dryer sheets as this
reduces the fabrics ability to absorb the dye.

7. Transfer your design by placing the fabric on top of your drawing and 
go over the lines with a PENCIL.  You will need to tape the fabric 
over the drawing making sure to stretch out any wrinkles.

8. CHOOSE COLOR SCHEME: You will have the choice of using 
either a MONOCHROMATIC color scheme or an ANALOGOUS 
color scheme. Look at the color scheme on the bulletin board and 
choose a minimum of 3 dye colors.  Write the dye colors on your 
newsprint paper, then place the initials of the colors you will be using 
in each space on your paper.



9. WAXING: Place your fabric on a piece of cardboard.
10.Test the wax for the right temperature by painting a small amount of 

hot wax on a scrap of fabric.  If the wax has melted through to the 
back of the cloth the temperature is right.  If the wax sits on the 
surface of the fabric & does not show through to the back-it is not hot 
enough.

11. Possible reasons why the wax isn’t going through:
*temp. too low- turn it up
*Work more quickly, the wax cools on the brush very fast, so don’t 
leave your brush out of the wax for very long-a few seconds makes a 
big difference!
*Check to make sure your fabric isn’t damp.
DO NOT KEEP APPLYING MORE WAX ON TOP OF WAX 
THAT ISN’T SOAKING THROUGH, IT DOES’NT WORK AND 
YOU WASTE A LOT OF WAX AND IT WILL TAKE YOU 
LONGER TO IRON IT ALL OUT!

12.Be careful when working with the hot wax, you can burn yourself!  
Also be careful to not drop wax on the floor as you are moving your 
batik from one place to another, the floors get dangerously slick.  Pick
up what you drop.

13.Keep water in the electric skillet to make sure it doesn’t start smoking 
and cause the wax to catch on fire. THE LAST ONE USING THE 
WAX SHOULD TURN THE SKILLET OFF!

14.WAXING PROCESS:
*Apply wax to the areas you want to remain white with a hot wax 
brush-make sure wax is soaking through the cloth.
*Place fabric in lightest dye bath. (You can achieve several different 
shades of 1 color by the amount of time you leave it in the dye bath)
*Let dry
*Paint in areas you want to keep your 1st color with hot wax.
*Dye in 2nd darkest color
*Let dry
*wax and repeat steps until you have used all of your desired colors.

  15.  REMOVING WAX- When you have achieved all the colors you want, 
lay at least 10 layers of newspaper on a table making a thick pad, make sure 
the pad of newspaper is bigger than the size of the batik.
16.  Lay your batik on the pad & then cover with 2 layers of 
newspaper-(avoid placing newspapers with color prints directly next to the 
batik, sometimes the ink will come off on the batik)



17.Have the iron on a hot setting (cotton), begin ironing the newspaper 
slowly moving the iron over one section at a time.  As the paper turns dark 
from the melted wax, move to another section until the entire area is dark.  
Replace newspaper with clean ones and repeat until no more wax shows 
through.
18. FINISHING YOUR BATIK-Lay your pattern on the top of your batik, 
lining it up with your design.  Use a ruler and pencil & mark your border.   
Draw another line ½ inch further out than the first line. Cut on this line, 
saving all of your scraps.  Fold under the border and glue with Elmers Glue.
Make 3-4 tabs for hanging.   Hang it on some type of a rod; branch, bamboo 
stick, decorative curtain rod, etc.

EVALUATION:
*Creative use of Subject matter
*Good use of design principles
*Well planned color scheme
*Application of wax to fabric
*Dyeing of fabric
*Removal of wax(thoroughness)
*Craftsmanship in all phases
*Effort put into work
*Proper care and use of materials
*Having material when needed and completed on time


